
Why Vortex? 

There are many methods for making liquid fertilizer. 

When I think of making a batch of liquid fertilizer my mind goes to clean fresh water mixed with 
wholesome ingredients in small form.  We could be referring simply to hanging a mesh bag of 
aged manure in water and steeping it for some hours and then applying directly.  Or greens 
packed tight in a sealed bucket for a month to make black gold.  Others put good compost in a 
bucket with some sugars, rock dust, kelp meal and other naturals to bubble with air for 24-48 
hours.  Others yet take those same ingredients and mix the solution via vortex to produce an 
energized liquid in a comparable length of time.  You could definitely apply these mixtures 
immediately after blending and still get results, though they get more effective with a little time 
invested.  

My preference goes to the vortex as it’s something rather magical and I have spent much time 
over the past few years perfecting my own spin on it.  The power of the cyclone should need no 
introduction.  One can easily envision a tornado ripping through the plains of the Mid West.  
But the vortex I speak of lives in water.  Any good stream or river will have countless vortices as 
the water passes around boulders and logs, in and out of the bends and turns, and any spot 
where the water falls.  This dancing water has power, energy we have yet to fully observe and 
document.  This is the shape that recurs all through nature big and small.  As plants grow, as 
hurricanes “walk” and even as our own galaxy spins around.  This motion is divine. 

In nature this motion often forms from an imbalance of temperature or pressure and only 
persists as long as that difference present, cyclones form and cyclones collapse. If we can form 
a continual steady vortex in water, we can literally pull in air and forces from abroad.  We can 
then impart great energy to the water.  When minerals and organic substances are present, this 
charge binds these particles into colloidal suspension.  Imagine the force in the heavens pushing 
and pulling on the stars.  What’s keeping them from bunching together?  There is energy 
keeping things suspended all around us and we can harness this in our water.  I have played 
with water and in the soil for decades and know that this water gives plants life. 

 

Brew times seem to be a confusing topic.  There is no magic number here as many factors are 
involved; such as the stoutness of ingredients, the quality of water and the relative 
temperature to name a few.  I have read advice of brewing anywhere from 24 hours to a week 
even.  Imagine making a fine tea to drink.  How long after steeping it would you consider 
drinking it?  Anything organic that gets wet (that isn’t actively alive) will start to get a little 
funky after a few days.  Large amounts of oxygen will keep things suspended in this state of in 



between life and death but decomposition will still slowly occur.  Life peaks and life fades, like 
the way a flower blooms. 

I am not as concerned with breeding microbial populations as everyone else is in the compost 
tea field.  To me, life-power lies in energized or “organized” water and at its core one will find 
simply awesome ingredients suspended in solution.  Is there a multitude of life active in that 
brew?  Of course!  But I feel we are missing the bigger picture. 

48 hours is an ideal time to me during most warm weather conditions… as it looks, feels and 
smells right.  If its 36 hours later and I’m on site…you bet I’m going apply it.  My time is too 
valuable to try to catch the peak of subjective microbial bloom, and again that’s not what it’s 
about for me.  Colder weather makes things move slower so brewing for 3-4 days is acceptable. 

This isn’t an exact science.  The soil holds many secrets.  We still evolve our methods without all 
the information and learn as we go.  I think there is something magical about a little wonder 
and mystery.  Though we should always be cautious with the handling of our food and use our 
God given senses to gauge our efforts.    

  

Folks keep harping to scientific views of what is or isn’t, and what can or can’t be seen under a 
microscope.  In this arena we often give more authority to suits in a lab than to the opinions of 
the people toiling in the soil day to day.  We must keep our keen minds open and think it 
through.  Does it look funky?  Does it smell funky?  How does it feel to you personally?  If 
something smells funky it likely is.  It doesn’t mean send it to a landfill or down the drain…put in 
on the soil!  Just keep it clear of any crops you plan on consuming in the next few weeks.  Don’t 
discount your intuitiveness.   

True wisdom in this field isn’t something you learn from reading books or on the internet, you 
must engage.  You are not an expert after a single season of gardening or brewing a few 
batches of tea.  Ideally opinions would be left off the internet without true experience.  Once 
you’ve made 50 batches or spent a few solid seasons with passionate vigor and in various 
conditions…by all means share that knowledge.   

Use your own filter to know when you are reading fluff and when a master is sharing; and don’t 
be surprised if it flies in the face of conventional thinking.  In my experience the wisest ones are 
the quietest.  They aren’t spouting off in forums online trying to prove their knowledge.   

However you give fertility to your plants, may it be natural, educational and fun. 

Firstly, we are shepherds, keepers of the soil! 



Here are few masters I have found and learned much from. 

Vicktor Schauberger – A master of water and close student of nature                 
Charles Dowding – A master gardener and no-till champion                                                              
Sepp Holzer – A master woodsman and permaculture pioneer                                                                     
Mark Shepard – A master land rejuvenator and food forest pioneer                                           
Richard Perkins – A master farmer and tireless giver of knowledge 

There are many more with sound information and years of experience to back up their 
thoughts.  Explore! Learn! 

 

 

  


